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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The security module works in conjunction with the
________________________ module to provide access control
service to any data recorded and business logic deployed on a
chain network.
A. Membership Services
B. Consensus
C. HSM
D. Chaincode
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The security module works in conjunction with the membership
service module to provide access control service to any data
recorded and business logic deployed on a chain network.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An application developer is using Enhanced EAR functionality to
simplify configuration of the application in test environments.
Which of the following can be configured in an Enhanced EAR?
(Choose three.)
A. the location of shared java libraries which could be used by
all deployed applications
B. login configuration to be used to contact a JAAS enabled
server
C. data sources to an SQL Server database
D. JVM parameters for the Application Server process
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
You are a SharePoint architect for Contoso, Ltd. The
environment has the following servers:
You must support a streamlined topology.
You need to design the distribution of services and other
components in the farm.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
answers each question.
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
* Business Data Connectivity services should be placed on the
Front-end servers.
We include the SPServer1 which has the distributed cache.

* The Word Automation Service should be placed on the Batch
application server.
* Microsoft SharePoint Foundation Subscription Settings Service
should be placed on the Web server or application server. Here
we use the web servers SPWeb1 and SpWeb2.
Note: Streamlined topologies - The distribution of services and
other components in a farm is intended to maximize system
resources of server hardware. Streamlined architectures include
front-end servers, batch-processing servers, and database
servers.
Reference: Plan service deployment in SharePoint 2013
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj219591.aspx
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